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Motivation

• Question generators have great potential in the education market

• Current data-driven QG models are trained with factoid QA datasets (e.g., SQuAD or NewsQA), which 

are too simple for advanced reading practice assessment

• QG model suffers from the model controllability concern. If the question generated might not be a user 

expected result, which lowers user experiences in practical educational preparation scenarios
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Candidate 
Questions 1. Who once worked on the project to conquer 

planet mars?

2. Who was the youngest American to have ever 

won the gold medal in the International 

Physics Olympiad?

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already worked on
college-level courses, around the time most of us were just
in the 7th grade. At the age of 13, this gifted kid became
the youngest American to have ever won the gold medal in
the International Physics Olympiad. At the age of 16, he was
already working with NASA on its project to conquer planet
mars. After he was awarded the Ph.D. at Princeton
University, he went back to California institute of technology.

Context



Our Goal
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• Build an educational QG model using the pre-trained language model

• Propose KPQG (Keyword Provision Question Generation) model that allows users to provide keywords 

for guiding QG direction

Question

Who once worked on the project to 

conquer planet mars?

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already worked on
college-level courses, around the time most of us were just
in the 7th grade. At the age of 13, this gifted kid became
the youngest American to have ever won the gold medal in
the International Physics Olympiad. At the age of 16, he was
already working with NASA on its project to conquer planet
mars. After he was awarded the Ph.D. at Princeton
University, he went back to California institute of technology.

Context

Keywords

project, mars

Input Output
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Masked-LM Generation Architecture
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• We follow QG model architecture (Chan, 2019) on Encoder Only Pre-trained LM model (e.g., BERT, 

RoBERTa, and DeBERTa)

Bidirectional
Encoder

Input: Context and Answer

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already
worked on college-level courses, around the
time most of us were just in the 7th grade. At
the age of 13, this gifted kid became the
youngest American to have ever won the gold
medal in the International Physics Olympiad. At
the age of 16, he was already working with
NASA on its project to conquer planet mars.

Output: Question

Who once worked on the project to conquer 

planet mars?

At the … [SEP] Christopher

Christopher Hirata

[SEP] [MASK]

Who

Hirata

Context：

Answer：

Question:



Masked-LM Generation Architecture
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• We follow QG model architecture (Chan, 2019) on Encoder Only Pre-trained LM model (e.g., BERT, 

RoBERTa, and DeBERTa)

…
Input: Context and Answer

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already
worked on college-level courses, around the
time most of us were just in the 7th grade. At
the age of 13, this gifted kid became the
youngest American to have ever won the gold
medal in the International Physics Olympiad. At
the age of 16, he was already working with
NASA on its project to conquer planet mars.

Output: Question

Who once worked on the project to conquer 

planet mars?

Christopher Hirata

Context：

Answer：

Question:

Bidirectional
Encoder

At the … [SEP] Christopher [SEP]

once

Hirata Who [MASK]



Seq2Seq Generation Architecture
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• We train QG tasks based on Seq2seq Pre-trained models (e.g. BART)

Bidirectional
Encoder

Autoregressive
Decoder

[BOS] Who once … ?At …

Who once … ? [EOF]

[SEP]
Input: Context and Answer

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already
worked on college-level courses, around the
time most of us were just in the 7th grade. At
the age of 13, this gifted kid became the
youngest American to have ever won the gold
medal in the International Physics Olympiad. At
the age of 16, he was already working with
NASA on its project to conquer planet mars.

Output: Question

Who once worked on the project to conquer 

planet mars?

Christopher Hirata

Context：

Answer：

Question:

Christopher Hirata



Experiment Results
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• Datasets：EQG-RACE (Jia, 2020) a exam-like QA datasets based on RACE (Lai, 2017)

Train Test

17445 950

• We implement the Masked-LM QG architecture with BERT, RoBERTa, and DeBERTa, and the Seq2Seq QG 

architecture with BART, all models are using the base size

Model BLEU 1 BLEU 2 BLEU 3 BLEU 4 ROUGE-L MOTEOR

(Jia, 2020) 35.10 21.08 15.19 11.96 34.24 14.94

BERT-QG 43.37 29.53 22.25 17.54 44.26 20.47

RoBERTa-QG 46.37 32.15 24.34 19.21 46.96 22.32

DeBERTa-QG 47.16 32.81 25.18 20.19 47.33 22.55

BART-QG 46.78 32.30 24.53 19.39 47.00 22.22

• DeBERTa-QG advances the SOTA result from 11.96 to 20.19 in terms of BLEU 4 score
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• We add the keyword tokens to the input sequence and insert the [MASK] tokens in between

KPQG Architecture
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Input: Context, Answer, and Keywords

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already
worked on college-level courses, around the
time most of us were just in the 7th grade. At
the age of 13, this gifted kid became the
youngest American to have ever won the gold
medal in the International Physics Olympiad. At
the age of 16, he was already working with
NASA on its project to conquer planet mars.

Output: Question

Who once worked on the project to conquer 

planet mars?

Christopher Hirata

Context：

Answer：

Question:

project, marsKeywords：

Bidirectional
Encoder

C [S] project[M] marsA [S] [M] [M]



KPQG Architecture
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Who ?planet

Bidirectional
Encoder

C [S] project[M] marsA [S] [M] [M]

Input: Context, Answer, and Keywords

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already
worked on college-level courses, around the
time most of us were just in the 7th grade. At
the age of 13, this gifted kid became the
youngest American to have ever won the gold
medal in the International Physics Olympiad. At
the age of 16, he was already working with
NASA on its project to conquer planet mars.

Output: Question

Who once worked on the project to conquer 

planet mars?

Christopher Hirata

Context：

Answer：

Question:

project, marsKeywords：

• Leverage Masked-LM generation to predict suitably tokens for [MASK] tokens

• We add the keyword tokens to the input sequence and insert the [MASK] tokens in between



KPQG Architecture
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worked [S]conquer

Bidirectional
Encoder

[S] project[M] marsA [S] [M] [M]who[M] ? [M]planet [M]

• After the prediction, we recursively insert and predict the [MASK] tokens in the same manner. The 

iteration continues till all masked tokens becomes [SEP]

• Leverage Masked-LM generation to predict suitably tokens for [MASK] tokens

Input: Context, Answer, and Keywords

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already
worked on college-level courses, around the
time most of us were just in the 7th grade. At
the age of 13, this gifted kid became the
youngest American to have ever won the gold
medal in the International Physics Olympiad. At
the age of 16, he was already working with
NASA on its project to conquer planet mars.

Output: Question

Who once worked on the project to conquer 

planet mars?

Christopher Hirata

Context：

Answer：

Question:

project, marsKeywords：

[S][S][S]

• We add the keyword tokens to the input sequence and insert the [MASK] tokens in between



Token Importance
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• The KPQG is trained to predict a masked token before/after the input/generated keyword tokens, and 

we propose the idea that the more important tokens have priority to be predicted

• Our idea is that if masking some token 𝑞𝑖 from a question sentence [𝑞1, ...,𝑞 𝑄 ] leads to decreased QA 

model performance, then 𝑞𝑖 is considered to be an important one with respect to the QA pairs 

Who once worked on the project to conquer planet mars?Question:

[PAD] once worked on the project to conquer planet mars?

masking “Who”

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already worked on
college-level courses, around the time most of us were
just in the 7th grade. At the age of 13, this gifted kid
became the youngest American to have ever won the
gold medal in the International Physics Olympiad. At the
age of 16, he was already working with NASA on its
project to conquer planet mars.

Context：

QA Model
Christopher HirataAnswer：

Probability: 0.65



Token Importance
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• The KPQG is trained to predict a masked token before/after the input/generated keyword tokens, and 

we propose the idea that the more important tokens have priority to be predicted

• Our idea is that if masking some token 𝑞𝑖 from a question sentence [𝑞1, ...,𝑞 𝑄 ] leads to decreased QA 

model performance, then 𝑞𝑖 is considered to be an important one with respect to the QA pairs

Who once worked on the project to conquer planet mars?Question:

Who [PAD] worked on the project to conquer planet mars?

masking “once”

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already worked on
college-level courses, around the time most of us were
just in the 7th grade. At the age of 13, this gifted kid
became the youngest American to have ever won the
gold medal in the International Physics Olympiad. At the
age of 16, he was already working with NASA on its
project to conquer planet mars.

Context：

QA Model
Christopher HirataAnswer：

Probability: 0.85



Token Importance
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• The KPQG is trained to predict a masked token before/after the input/generated keyword tokens, and 

we propose the idea that the more important tokens have priority to be predicted

• Our idea is that if masking some token 𝑞𝑖 from a question sentence [𝑞1, ...,𝑞 𝑄 ] leads to decreased QA 

model performance, then 𝑞𝑖 is considered to be an important one with respect to the QA pairs

Who once worked on the project to conquer planet mars?Question:

Who once [PAD] on the project to conquer planet mars?

masking “worked”

At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already worked on
college-level courses, around the time most of us were
just in the 7th grade. At the age of 13, this gifted kid
became the youngest American to have ever won the
gold medal in the International Physics Olympiad. At the
age of 16, he was already working with NASA on its
project to conquer planet mars.

Context：

QA Model
Christopher HirataAnswer：

Probability: 0.78



Training Data For KPQG
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• We create training data for KPQG based on the token importance

𝑿𝒊 Labels for [M]

i = 0 C [S] A [M] 𝑞4

i = 1 C [S] A [M] 𝑞4 [M] 𝑞2 𝑞6

i = 2 C [S] A [M] 𝑞2 [M] 𝑞4 [M] 𝑞6 [M] 𝑞1 𝑞3 𝑞5 𝑞9

i = 3 C [S] A [M] 𝑞1 [M] 𝑞2 [M] 𝑞3 [M] 𝑞4 [M] 𝑞5 [M] 𝑞6 [M] 𝑞9 [M] [S] [S] [S] [S] [S] [S] 𝑞7 [S]

i = 4 C [S] A 𝑞1 𝑞2 𝑞3 𝑞4 𝑞5 𝑞6 [M] 𝑞7 [M] 𝑞9 [S] 𝑞8

i = 5 C [S] A 𝑞1 𝑞2 𝑞3 𝑞4 𝑞5 𝑞6 𝑞7 [M] 𝑞8 [M] 𝑞9 [S] [S]

If the importance of a question sentence [q1, ..., q9] is [q4, q6, q2, q5, q3, q1, q9, q7, q8] (from high to low)



Human Evaluation
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• We use the DeBERTa-base model for KPQG and use the RACE QA model from huggingface, which has 

84.9% accuracy on RACE datasets

• 300 context paragraphs and the corresponding answers were randomly selected from the test set of 

EQG-RACE

• We invited 30 evaluators, each given 10 contextual paragraphs, and asked to use the KPQG model to 

provide keywords to generate questions to compare the difference between QG and KPQG

• Score [0,1,2] in Likert scale based on the Fluency, Expectedness, and Answerability 

Model Fluency Expectedness Answerability

DeBERTa-QG 1.60 0.86 1.20

DeBERTa-KPQG 1.60 1.37 1.44

https://huggingface.co/LIAMF-USP/roberta-large-finetuned-race

1

1

https://huggingface.co/LIAMF-USP/roberta-large-finetuned-race


Case Study
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Example 1

Context At the age of 12, Christopher Hirata already worked on college-level courses, around the time most of us 

were just in the 7th grade. At the age of 13, this gifted kid became the youngest American to have ever 

won the gold medal in the International Physics Olympiad. At the age of 16, he was already working with 

NASA on its project to conquer planet mars. 

Answer Christopher Hirata 

Gold Question Who once worked on the project to conquer planet mars?

DeBERTa-QG Who was the youngest American to have ever won the gold medal in the International Physics Olympiad?

Keywords 1 “mars”

DeBERTa-KPQG Who helped NASA on the project to conquer planet mars?

Keywords 2 “mars”, “who”

DeBERTa-KPQG For conquering planet mars, who did he work with NASA?



Case Study
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Example 2

Context Brazil like the French, Brazilians usually eat a light breakfast. Lunch, the largest meal of the day, usually 

consists of meat, rice, potatoes, beans and vegetables. between 6:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m., people enjoy a 

smaller meal with their families. Brazilians don’t mind eating a hurried or light meal and sometimes buy 

food from street carts. but they always finish eating before walking away.

Answer Brazil

Gold Question In which country do people consider lunch the largest meal?

DeBERTa-QG Which country has a light breakfast?

Keywords 1 “largest meal”

DeBERTa-KPQG Which country’s lunch has the largest meal of the day?

Keywords 2 “race”

DeBERTa-KPQG Where does lunch usually eat in order of rice, potatoes and vegetables?



Case Study
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Example 3

Context Three Central Texas men were honored with the Texas department of public safety’s director’s award in a 

Tuesday morning ceremony for their heroism in saving the victims of a fiery two car accident. the accident 

occurred on March 25 when a vehicle lost control while traveling on a rain-soaked state highway 6 near 

Baylor camp road. it ran into an oncoming vehicle, leaving the occupants trapped inside as both vehicles 

burst into flames. Bonge was the first on the scene and heard children screaming. he broke through a back 

window and pulled Mallory Smith, 10, and her sister, Megan Smith, 9, from the wreckage.

Answer Bonge

Gold Question Who saved Megan Smith from the damaged car?

DeBERTa-QG Who was the first on the scene and heard children screaming?

Keywords 1 “Megan Smith”

DeBERTa-KPQG Who saved Megan Smith from the accident?

Keywords 2 “which”

DeBERTa-KPQG In the accident, which man was the hero of the victims?



Conclusion
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• We report a state-of-the-art exam-like QG model by advancing the current best model from 11.96 to 

20.19 (in terms of BLEU 4 score) on EQG-RACE dataset

• We present KPQG model for guiding QG generation, so as to address the problem of controllability

• By providing keyword information, we can generate results that are closer to the user’s expectation. We 

believe that our method is more practical to the realization of educational QG system applications
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